Testing volume is not synonymous of cost, value and efficacy in laboratory diagnostics
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Laboratory diagnostics is a highly complex and multifaceted enterprise, which provides a fundamental contribution to the clinical decision making by means of minimally invasive testing [1]. Besides this general portrayal, the organization of clinical laboratory services not only is markedly heterogeneous from one country to another, but also varies widely within the same country. Regardless of speculative or logistical considerations on consolidation and laboratory networking [2], the leading determinants of clinical laboratory services typically include quality and accuracy of testing, turnaround time, the nature of analysis and additional services provided, expenditures, revenues along with certification or accreditation to reliable standards.

Now, with the global economy dramatically affected by an unprecedented and widespread financial crisis (i.e., the most serious recession in postwar history), national healthcare systems – and clinical laboratories as well – are squeezed between a rock and a hard place, wherein the need to maintain a high degree of quality and excellence must be balanced against lower funding. The gradually widening gap between economical resources and request of testing placed on laboratory facilities is thereby expected to become the leading driver of the diagnostic market in the very next future. Another important aspect that may seriously influence the future trend of the in vitro diagnostic (IVD) market is the negative impact of the economical crisis on wealth and employment, which will expectedly generate reductions pullback in consumers’ use of non-essential routine medical care and diagnostic testing, with the tangible threat that the slowdown will soon inflate other areas which are less discretionary [3]. Long payment delays and potential bankruptcy of some countries are additional problems that may dramatically influence future trends. Another good point is the US election, with its reflection on the Affordable Care Act (ACA) strongly supported by President Obama [4]. It is in fact predictable that the policy consequences of election will be suddenly and persuasively felt in connection with the healthcare reform. If the Democrats hold the White House and Senate in 2013, the ACA will be implemented mostly as constructed. However, if the Republicans win the elections, the ACA will undergo a dramatic deconstruction along with fears that Medicaid expansion may be seriously jeopardized [5].

Before specifically addressing the relationship between testing volumes and expenditure, it seems reasonable to give a synthetic picture of the relationship between healthcare and laboratory economics. According to the European Diagnostic Manufacturers Association (EDMA), the 2010 revenues generated by the IVD in Europe approximated €10.5 billion, thus representing roughly 0.8% of the total European healthcare expenditure, which has been estimated at approximately €1312.5 billion [6]. The IVD expenditure per capita has reached €20.6 in the same year, thus slightly increasing from €20.1 in 2009. The five leading markets (i.e., Germany, France, Italy, Spain and UK, in decreasing order) accounted for nearly €7.5 billion, thereby representing more than two thirds of the all IVD market across Europe. Taking the Italian market as an example, the IVD expenditure has reached €1.760 billion in 2010 (official source: Assobiomedica), which represents a modest 1.6% of the total national healthcare expenditure (estimated at €112.889 billion in the same year). It is also noteworthy that the expenditure of the IVD market was nearly half of that recorded for other biomedicals (e.g., €3.628 billion for pacemakers, defibrillators, prosthetic devices, catheters, etc.), and virtually identical to that of medical informatics services and telemedicine (€1.577 billion). According to these figures, which would expectedly mirror those of other western countries, it is reasonable to put forward the concept that the costs of laboratory diagnostics are little more than the tip of the iceberg for the total healthcare expenditure (Figure 1). Essentially, the financial reforms of many governments in Europe and abroad have been insistently focused to control and even restrain IVD expenditure. This policy has been driven by several questionable conjectures.
While most policy makers struggle with fragmentation of budgeting and measurement systems at different levels of healthcare, the highly accountability and easily monitoring of clinical laboratories render them particularly vulnerable to draconian interventions and with less fear of negative political revenues. While it is unpopular – and thereby politically unsustainable – that clinicians should not treat their patients or address them to another hospital for appropriate triage, it is much more accepted that laboratory professionals would cut down quality and volumes of testing, or downsize, merge and consolidate smaller and often highly focused laboratories within multifunctional, huge facilities (e.g., the so-called “factory scenario”, dominated by megalaboratories) [7], where purchase volumes are increased rather than decreased, and laboratory testing is then frequently perceived as a commodity [8]. All this would happen, despite most of us clearly acknowledging that laboratory services should be reorganized around medical conditions and care cycles, rather than according to external and often questionable financial analyses.

As the global financial crisis continues, and despite consolidated evidence that IVD testing is very often the most cost-efficient mean for obtaining clinical information, there is mounting fear among the laboratory community that these trends may even get worse. Even the consolidated concept that laboratory testing is a recession-proof industry is being seriously jeopardized by recent evidence attesting that recession has already affected this area.

Notwithstanding, the very modest role played by the IVD testing in inflating the total healthcare expenditure, some governments are continuously reducing the public funding to laboratory services, in the attempt to balance budgets, applying short-sighted limitations on sophisticated high-end equipment, testing volumes and reimbursements. One of the most conveyed and narcissist message is the unverified assumption that generalized centralization of diagnostic testing would always reveal as a reliable strategy for providing tangible economical revenues to the finances of healthcare system. In this perspective, it would become decisive to demonstrate that the dogma “larger volumes = better quality and lower cost”, which is administered like a mantra by several policy makers worldwide, is somehow flawed. The paucity of previous evidence, mostly anecdotal and poorly referenced, has prompted Barletta and co-workers to undertake an innovative and interesting analysis that we publish in this issue of *Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine*. Briefly, this study was undertaken to evaluate the cost of delivering laboratory services in 20 Italian clinical laboratories by means of an universally accepted approach, that is the “activity-based costing analysis” [9]. The interesting data provided in this paper confutes the existence of a linear relationship between increasing test volumes and decreasing costs, at least outside the boundaries between 1.1 and 1.8 million tests. Conversely, the authors found a good relationship between volumes and number of staff, as well as between the number of senior staff and volumes, although such a trend was biased by some covariates (e.g., medical technologists, degree and type of automation). It seems hence reasonable that – at least in a “sentinel Country” like Italy – the only virtually reasonable reorganization of laboratory services should engage those facilities operating with modest test volumes, hypothetically comprised between 1 and 2 million tests. Over and even below such thresholds, major saving would be plausibly eroded, so that whatever politically- and economically-driven reorganization towards consolidation of medium laboratories within high volumes facilities would finally be revealed as a wasted financial effort.

Due to the severe economic recession that is more or less spreading throughout the world, it seems very unlikely that the economic growth will recover soon, and the debt may still constrain public finances for the foreseeable future. There is now mounting debate around the relationship between volume, value and outcomes in healthcare, and the concept that higher value providers would provide better outcomes at lower cost than higher volume services is prepotently affirming [10]. Expectedly, this paradigm shift in healthcare economics may soon get to a point where reimbursement and payment would be driven by outcomes achieved by delivering an effective set of services that varies according to clinical and environmental settings, rather than on volume and type
of services provided. The data shown by Barletta et al. are in line with this hypothesis, and will undoubtedly cause headaches to some health policy makers, and may also become the subject of fierce controversies since it is now finally acknowledged that testing volume does not necessarily go hand in hand with costs or outcomes. We have little doubt that this study will fill the gap of the shortage of studies on clinical laboratory economics, thus encouraging governments to use this sound evidence when steering healthcare reforms or policies to face the current financial challenges. It should be clear to everybody that service delivery is directly connected with resource generation. As such, IVD testing is a potential resource and not a hindrance for filling the holes of healthcare economy, wherein indiscriminate interventions, such as those aimed at increasing the number of mega-laboratories with the false assumption of lowering costs would fall short and even turn out to be a masochist strategy. Since the IVD testing market is unequivocally one of the brightest spots in healthcare economy, public policies should aim to foster continued growth rather than depression of this area. Incidentally, there is mounting evidence that some other strategies, such as appropriateness of test requests and better utilization of test results [11, 12], may be pursued for delivering a better IVD testing without spending more.
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